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Reliability-Centered Maintenance - Part 2
Is Engine TBO a Myth?
LAST MONTH WE EXAMINED the
principles
of
reliability-centered
maintenance used by the airlines and
military
to
achieve
cost-effective
maintenance. Now, let's explore how
RCM can be applied to our small GA
aircraft, especially our piston aircraft
engines.
For three decades the airlines and
military have been using reliabilitycentered maintenance (RCM) to slash
maintenance
costs
and
improve
reliability. Most of these benefits come
from replacing fixed overhaul intervals
with on-condition maintenance.
Unfortunately, RCM has not trickled
down in the aviation food chain.
Maintenance of piston general aviation
(GA) aircraft remains largely timedirected rather than condition-directed.
Most GA aircraft owners dutifully
overhaul their engines at time between
overhauls (TBO), overhaul their prop
every five to seven years, and replace
their alternators and vacuum pumps
every 500 hours, just as Lycoming,
TCM,
Hartzell,
McCauley,
Kelly
Aerospace,
and
Parker
Hannifin
recommend. Bonanza owners have their
wing bolts pulled every five years. Cirrus
owners replace their batteries every two
years.
MAKE SENSE?
After analyzing reams of operational
data from a number of major air carriers,
RCM researchers concluded that fixedinterval overhaul or replacement rarely
improves safety or reliability, and often
makes things worse. When does TBO

make sense?
For fixed TBO to make sense, the
component must have a failure pattern
that looks like pattern B in Figure 1,
where the component can be expected

Figure 1 – Fixed TBO may make sense for
components with failure pattern B, but probably

not for those with pattern A and definitely not
with pattern F

But piston aircraft engines don't exhibit
to operate reliably for some predictable
useful life, beyond which the probability
of failure starts to increase rapidly to
unacceptable levels. this kind of failure
pattern. We know these engines suffer
the highest risk of catastrophic failure
not when they pass TBO, but rather
when they're fresh out of the factory or
field overhaul shop. Look at the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
data for the five-year period 2001
through 2005 (Figure 2).

overhaul

This NTSB can't tell us much about the
risk of engine beyond TBO, because
most engines are voluntarily euthanized
at TBO. What it does show clearly is
that engines fail with disturbing
frequency during their first few years
and few hundred hours in service after
manufacture, rebuild, or overhaul.
Obviously our engines have a failure
pattern more like A or F in Figure 1, with
a high risk of "infant mortality" failure.
Would you be comfortable taking your
family up in a piston-powered GA
airplane with an engine at five hours
since major overhaul (SMOH)? At night?
Over rough terrain or water? In
instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC)? How about at 10 hours SMOH?
Or 25 hours SMOH?
If our engines have a failure pattern as
in A (bathtub curve), then overhauling at
a fixed TBO becomes a two-edged
sword. On one hand, it keeps us out of
the presumptive wear-out zone. On the
other hand, it puts us right back inside
the infant mortality window where the
data shows clearly that engine failure is
disturbingly common.

Figure 2 – Small piston airplane accidents in
2001 through 2005 attributed by the NTSB to
engine failure, by hours and years since engine

If our piston engines have a failure
pattern like F (as turbine engines do),
then overhauling at a fixed TBO
makes no sense at all, because
there's no obvious wear-out zone.
That's why the airlines and the
military overhaul turbine engines
strictly on-condition. (There's very
little data suggesting that piston
engines have an obvious wear-out
zone, either.)
TOUGH SELL

Because we have so little data about
piston aircraft engines operated
beyond TBO, it can be difficult to
persuade mechanics and regulators
to adopt on-condition maintenance
where fixed TBO has been the norm.
We can't collect engine-failure data
unless there are engine failures, and
aircraft engine failures are considered
unacceptable because they may
cause injury and death. Therefore, the
maintenance program for an aircraft
engine must be designed without the
benefit of data about failures that the
program is meant to avoid. RCM
researchers call this the Resnikoff
conundrum.
We do know that fixed-interval
overhaul is counterproductive for
turbine engines, because the airlines
and military started phasing out such
fixed-interval overhauls in favor of oncondition maintenance decades ago
(and saved gazillions of dollars by
doing so).
We have tons of data about high-time
turbine engines, and that data makes
it clear that fixed-interval overhaul
hurts reliability more than it helps-not
to
mention
that
it
increases
maintenance costs and downtime. I
firmly believe that the same is true for
piston aircraft engines, but sadly, I
don't have enough failure data on
past-TBO engines to prove it beyond
a reasonable doubt.
THE RIGHT QUESTION
Do we really care whether a piston
engine has failure pattern A or F?
Perhaps not. A piston engine isn't a
single component with a single
dominant failure mode and a welldefined failure pattern.
Engine failures occur for lots of

reasons. A piston engine is a complex
system made up of hundreds of
components: crankcase, crankshaft,
camshaft, connecting rods, pistons,
piston rings, cylinder barrels, cylinder
heads, valves; valve rocker arms,
pushrods, gears, bearings, throughbolts magnetos, spark plugs, etc.-each
of which has its unique failure mode
and pattern. An engine failure caused
by the failure of any of these parts,
and part has distinctively different
failure characteristics.

Figure 3 – Exhaust valves often don’t survive to
TBO. If we don’t catch a potential exhaust valve
failure using compression tests, borescope
inspections, and engine monitor data, we risk a
total failure (“swallowed valve”)

To gain insight into why, when, and
how often piston engines fail-and how
best to prevent those failures - we
need to analyze the failure modes and
patterns of each of the engine's critical
component parts, rather than try to
lump them all into a single failure for
the engine as a whole.
Consider exhaust valves, for example.
We know from experience that they
often don't survive to TBO. When

begin to fail, we're often able to catch
the
potential
before
complete
functional failure occurs (i.e., a
swallowed valve") by means of an
annual compression test or borescope
inspection. If the aircraft is equipped a
digital engine monitor and if the pilot
knows how to interpret it, the pilot can
detect a potential exhaust failure
before the valve fails completely.
However, if the valve fails in-flight, it's
usually a Mayday situation.
Does this mean that we should reduce
engine TBO to something less than
typical exhaust valve life? Should we
be overhauling our engines every 500 or
1,000 hours to prevent exhaust valve
failures? Of course not!
Why not? Because repairing a leaky
exhaust valve can be done without an

engine teardown; it involves pulling only
the cylinder. We've got excellent tools
(like borescopes and digital engine
monitors) that help us detect potential
valve failures before complete failure
occurs provided those tools are used
properly
and
regularly.
(And
unfortunately, they aren't in the vast
majority of cases because most airframe
and powerplant mechanics have no
training in borescopy, and most owners
have no· training in engine monitor data
interpretation.)
Therefore, next month we will examine
the critical components of a piston
aircraft engine, how they fail, what the
consequences of those failures have on
engine operation and safety of flight,
and what sort of maintenance actions
we can take to deal with those failures
effectively and cost-efficiently. EAA
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